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Abstract
In this paper, we present a linear time algorithm for constructing linkless drawings of series parallel digraphs with
maximum number of symmetries. Linkless drawing in three dimensions is a natural extension to planar drawing
in two dimensions. Symmetry is one of the most important aesthetic criteria in graph drawing. More specifically,
we present two algorithms: a symmetry finding algorithm which finds maximum number of three dimensional
symmetries, and a drawing algorithm which constructs linkless symmetric drawings of series parallel digraphs in
three dimensions.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Symmetry is a much admired property in Graph Drawings [34]. It clearly reveals the structure and the
properties of a graph visually. Symmetric graph drawing has been investigated by a number of authors
(see [1,8,9,13,18,21,22,26,29–31]).
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However, previous work on symmetric graph drawing has focused on two dimensions. Manning has
shown that the problem of determining whether a given graph can be drawn symmetrically is NP-
complete in general [31]. De Fraysseix [13] and Carr and Kocay [9] present heuristics for symmetric
drawings of general graphs. Recently exact algorithms for general graphs were presented by Buchheim
and Jünger [8] and Abelson et al. [1].
For restricted classes of planar graphs, there are polynomial time algorithms for constructing two
dimensional symmetric drawings of trees and outerplanar graphs by Manning and Atallah [29–31], series
parallel digraphs and planar graphs by Hong et al. [21,22,26].
Recently, an algorithm for constructing symmetric drawings in three dimensions of trees was presented
[23]. In this paper, we extend three dimensional symmetric drawing into series parallel digraphs.
Series parallel digraphs are one of the most common types of graphs: they appear in flow diagrams,
dependency charts, and in PERT networks. Algorithms for drawing series parallel digraphs in two
dimensions have appeared by Bertolazzi et al. [5,11] and Hong et al. [22].
Three dimensional graph drawings with a variety of aesthetics and edge representations have been
extensively studied by graph drawing community (see [6,7,10,16,17,19,33,39–41]). For example, three
dimensional orthogonal graph drawings which represent edges by horizontal and vertical line segments
were investigated by Biedl [6], Biedl et al. [7], Eades et al. [17] and Wood [39–41]. Three dimensional
straight-line grid drawing algorithms were investigated by Cohen et al. [10], Pach et al. [33], Felsner et
al. [19] and Dujmovic´ et al. [16].
Algorithms for drawing series parallel digraphs in three dimensions have been presented [14,15,20],
but with different aesthetic criteria. These include book embeddings of series parallel digraphs by Di
Giacomo et al. [14], drawing series parallel digraphs on a box by Di Giacomo et al. [15], and an algorithm
to minimize the footprints (or volume) by Hong et al. [20].
Series parallel digraphs are planar, and thus have “linkless” drawings in three dimensions (roughly
speaking, a graph drawing in three dimensions is linkless if the drawing is topologically equivalent to a
planar drawing). Linkless drawing in three dimensions is a natural extension to planar drawing in two
dimensions. See [35,36] for graph-theoretic and algorithmic properties of linkless embeddings. In this
paper, we restrict our attention to linkless drawings.
In two dimensions, a series parallel digraph has at most 4 symmetries: two axial symmetries and two
rotational symmetries, as in Fig. 1(a). Symmetry in three dimensions is much richer than symmetry in
two dimensions. Fig. 1(b) shows a three dimensional drawing of the same series parallel digraph as in
Fig. 1(a): it has 16 symmetries. One can generalize this example to a series parallel digraph which can
display at most 4 symmetries in two dimensions but 4g symmetries in three dimensions, for any g > 1.
Further, it is possible to construct a series parallel digraph which has no symmetric drawing in two dimen-
sions (see Fig. 1(c)), but has a drawing in three dimensions which shows 6 symmetries, as in Fig. 1(d).
Algorithms for drawing series parallel digraphs with maximum two dimensional symmetry are
described in [22]. The aim of this paper is to describe and analyze a method which draws series parallel
digraphs with as much three dimensional symmetry as possible.
Some of the three dimensional algorithms are related to the two dimensional algorithms of [22].
However, while the proofs of correctness in two dimensions are straightforward, the requirement for
linklessness and the extra symmetry makes the corresponding three dimensional results more complex.
The algorithms in this paper are also related to methods for drawing trees symmetrically in three
dimensions (see [23]). The following theorem summarizes our main result.
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Fig. 1. Symmetric drawings of series parallel digraphs in two and three dimensions.
Theorem 1. There is a linear time algorithm that constructs linkless symmetric drawings of series
parallel digraphs with maximum number of three dimensional symmetries.
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of two steps: a symmetry finding algorithm in Section 6 and a drawing
algorithm in Section 5.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we define terminology for series parallel
digraphs. Section 3 gives basic concepts for linkless graph drawing. Three dimensional symmetry in
series parallel digraphs are analyzed in Section 4. We present three dimensional drawing algorithms in
Section 5. Section 6 presents an algorithm for finding maximum number of three dimensional symmetries
in series parallel digraphs. Section 7 concludes.
2. Series parallel digraphs
First we define series parallel digraphs and then review some basic notions for series parallel digraphs.
A digraph consisting of two vertices u and v joined by a single edge is a series parallel digraph, and if
G1,G2, . . . ,Gm are series parallel digraphs, then so are the digraphs constructed by each of the following
operations:
• series composition: identify the sink of Gi with the source of Gi+1, for 1 i < m.
• parallel composition: identify all the sources of Gi for 1 i m, and identify all the sinks of Gi for
1 i m.
A component of G is one of the subgraphs G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. A series parallel digraph can be
represented by a decomposition tree, such as in Fig. 7(a). Leaf nodes in the tree represent edges in the
series parallel digraph, and internal nodes are labelled S or P to represent series or parallel compositions.
The decomposition tree is a canonical decomposition tree (CDT) if the labels S and P alternate along
every root-leaf path. A series parallel digraph has exactly one CDT; this is why we use it for symmetry
detection.
The CDT can be computed in linear time using the algorithm of Valdes et al. [38] to find a binary
decomposition tree and then using a simple depth first search restructuring operation to make it canonical.
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3. Upward linkless graph drawing in three dimensions
For three dimensional graph drawings, we require three non-degeneracy conditions: no two vertices
are located at the same point, no two edges overlap, and no vertex lies on an edge with which it is not
incident. Also, we require the non-crossing property, that is two nonadjacent edges should not intersect.
These four conditions are normally required of three dimensional drawings (see, for example, [10]) and
we assume that they hold unless stated otherwise.
As well as these straightforward geometric properties, we require a topological and more subtle
property: the drawing should be “upward linkless”. To define this concept, we need to review some
basic concepts in low-dimensional topology (see [2] for more details).
In the language of topology, simple closed curve in three dimensions is a knot. A set of closed curves
is a link. A three dimensional graph drawing is a spatial graph. Two spatial graphs are equivalent if
one can be transformed to the other by a homeomorphism (a continuous transformation in which every
intermediate step is a spatial graph).
A knot is trivial if it is equivalent to a circle, and a link is trivial if it is equivalent to a set of circles
whose convex hulls are disjoint. More generally, a spatial graph is trivial if it is equivalent to a plane
graph (that is, an embedding of the graph in a plane). Intuitively, a trivial spatial graph is “untangled”, or
“unknotted”.
The main thrust of much of the mathematical study of three dimensional topology is characterizing
the equivalence of knots and links; in particular, the problem of testing whether a given knot is trivial
has been of great interest, and has spawned many characterizations. For the purposes of this paper, we
need only one of these results, which follows easily from the fact that the linking number is a topological
invariant modulo 2 (see [2]).
Theorem 2. Suppose that L is a link consisting of two curves L1 and L2, and that L1 is the boundary of
a disc A. Suppose that L2 penetrates A an odd number of times. Then L is not trivial.
For directed acyclic graphs, such as series parallel digraphs, we need to refine these concepts a little.
A directed spatial graph is a spatial graph in which each edge has been assigned a direction. A directed
spatial graph is upward if each edge is monotonically increasing in the z direction. Two directed spatial
graphs are upward equivalent if one can be transformed to the other by an upward homeomorphism
(a continuous transformation in which every intermediate step is a non-degenerate upward spatial graph).
An upward spatial graph is trivial, or upward linkless, if it is upward equivalent to an embedding of the
graph in a plane.
One can prove the following theorem, that relates upward spatial graphs to (undirected) spatial graphs.
Theorem 3. Suppose that D is an upward spatial graph with a single source s and a single sink t . Form
an undirected spatial graph D′ from D by joining s to t with a new single edge that does not intersect
the convex hull of D except at s and t , and forgetting the directions on the edges. If D is upward linkless
then D′ is trivial.
Proof. The theorem can be proved using standard concepts in geometric topology; see, for example,
Chapters 4 and 5 of [37]. Here we give a sketch.
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Let C be the convex hull of an upward linkless spatial graph D, and let e = D′ − D be the new edge
between s and t . Since D is upward linkless, there is an upward homeomorphism u such that u(D) lies
in the vertical plane y = 0. Then u(e) is a curve from u(s) to u(t) with interior disjoint from u(C). Let
e′ be a curve from u(s) to u(t) in the plane y = 0 with interior disjoint from u(C).
Since C is convex, the complementary region R3 − C is simply connected; this implies that u(e)
and e′ are homotopic. By standard arguments from geometric topology we may assume that they are
in fact isotopic: there is a 1-parameter family ht of homeomorphisms such that h0 is the identity and
h1(u(e)) = e′. Moreover since u(C) is compact we may assume that ht(p) = p for all p ∈ u(C) and for
all 0 t  1. Then h1u carries D′ to the planar graph h(D)∪ e′. This implies that D′ is trivial. 
4. Three dimensional symmetry in series parallel digraphs
In this section, first we review the symmetry model in two and three dimensions. Then we present a
symmetry model for series parallel digraphs.
4.1. Automorphisms of series parallel digraphs
An automorphism of an undirected graph is a permutation of the vertex set which preserves adjacency
of vertices. For a directed graph G = (V ,E), there are two kinds of automorphism. A direction
preserving automorphism is a permutation α of V such that (u, v) ∈ E if and only if (α(u),α(v)) ∈ E,
and a direction reversing automorphism is a permutation β of V such that (u, v) ∈ E if and only if
(β(v), β(u)) ∈ E. The set of all automorphisms (direction preserving and reversing) forms a group called
the automorphism group of G. The size of an automorphism group is the number of elements of the group.
The order of an automorphism α is the smallest positive integer k such that αk equals the identity. For
a vertex v, the orbit of v under α is a subset of V which consists of the vertices αk(v) for all integers k.
Suppose that α is an automorphism of G = (V ,E) and V ′ ⊆ V . If α(V ′) = V ′, then α fixes V ′. Note
that in this case, the restriction of α to V ′ is an automorphism of the subgraph G′ of G induced by V ′;
we say that α fixes G′.
Each automorphism of a series parallel digraph G is either direction-preserving or direction-reversing,
and thus fixes the set consisting of the source and the sink.
4.2. Symmetries and symmetry groups
A symmetry of a set S in Rn is an isometry that preserves S.
In two dimensions, there are two kinds of symmetry, rotational symmetry and reflectional (or axial)
symmetry. A rotational symmetry is a rotation about a point and a reflectional symmetry is a reflection
in an axis. Models for symmetric graph drawings in two dimensions were introduced by Manning and
Atallah [29–31], Eades and Lin [18,27] and Hong et al. [20,21].
Symmetry in three dimensions is much richer and more complex than symmetry in two dimensions.
We review some of the terminology of three dimensional symmetry; for details, see [4,12,32].
The types of symmetry in three dimensions can be roughly divided into two cases, direct symmetry
and indirect (or opposite) symmetry. These are further refined as rotation, reflection, inversion and
rotary reflection (or rotary inversion) [28,32]. Rotational symmetry in three dimensions has an axis of
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Fig. 2. A regular pyramid and a variation.
rotation, reflectional symmetry has a plane of reflection, and inversion (or central inversion) has a point
of inversion. Rotary reflection (inversion) is a rotation followed by a reflection (inversion).
The set of symmetries of a set S in three dimensions forms a group. A finite rotation group in
three dimensions is one of following three types. A cyclic group (Cn), a dihedral group (Dn) and the
rotation group of one of the Platonic solids [4,12,28,32]. There are only five regular Platonic solids, the
tetrahedron, the cube, the octahedron, the dodecahedron and the icosahedron.
There are many types of full symmetry groups of a finite object in three dimensions. For the complete
list of all possible symmetry groups in three dimensions, see [4,12,28,32]. However, all are variations on
just three types: regular pyramid, regular prism, and Platonic solids. We briefly describe these three types
of symmetry groups next. The size of a symmetry group is the number of elements of the group.
A regular pyramid is a pyramid with a regular g-gon as its base. There is only one g-fold rotation axis,
called the vertical rotation axis, passing through the apex and the center of its base. There are g rotational
symmetries, called vertical rotations, each of which is a rotation of 2πi/g, i = 0,1, . . . , g−1. Also there
are g reflectional symmetries in reflection planes, called vertical reflection, each containing the vertical
rotation axis. In total, the regular pyramid has 2g symmetries. Fig. 2(a) displays the symmetry group of
regular pyramid.
A regular prism has a regular g-gon as its top and bottom face. There are g + 1 rotation axes and they
can be divided into two classes. The first one, called the principal axis or vertical rotation axis, is a g-fold
rotation axis which passes through the centers of the two g-gon faces. The second class, called secondary
axes or horizontal rotation axes, consists of g 2-fold rotation axes which lie in a plane perpendicular to
the principal axis. The number of rotational symmetries is 2g. Also, there are g reflection planes, called
vertical reflection planes, each containing the principal axis, and another reflection plane perpendicular
to the principal axis, called horizontal reflection. Further it has g − 1 rotary reflections. If g is even, then
they are the same as rotary inversions including the central inversion. In total, the regular prism has 4g
symmetries. Fig. 3(a) displays the symmetry group of regular prism.
The tetrahedron has four 3-fold rotation axes and three 2-fold rotation axes. It has 12 rotational
symmetries and in total 24 symmetries. The octahedron has three 4-fold rotation axes, four 3-fold axes,
and six 2-fold rotation axes. It has 24 rotational symmetries and a full symmetry group of size 48. The
icosahedron has six 5-fold rotation axes, ten 3-fold rotation axes, and fifteen 2-fold rotation axes. It has
60 rotational symmetries and a full symmetry group of size 120. Note that the cube and the octahedron
are dual solids, and the dodecahedron and the icosahedron are dual.
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Fig. 3. Regular prisms and a variation.
Other symmetry groups are derived from those of the regular pyramid, the regular prism, and the
Platonic solids. In fact, the variations have less symmetries than the three basic types. For example,
Fig. 2(b) is derived from the pyramid by placing a pattern on the sides. The pattern restricts the symmetry
to vertical rotations, and destroys the vertical reflections. Similarly, Fig. 3(c) is derived from Fig. 3(b)
by adding a pattern. Fig. 3(b) has a symmetry group of size 24, made up of vertical rotations, vertical
reflections, horizontal rotations, and horizontal reflection. The pattern destroys vertical reflections and
horizontal rotations, leaving only the vertical rotations and the horizontal reflection.
For more details of three dimensional symmetry groups and their relations, see [4,12,28,32].
4.3. Symmetric graph drawing in three dimensions
Suppose that D is a three dimensional drawing of a graph G = (V ,E); D maps each vertex u ∈ V to
a point D(u) in R3, and each edge e ∈ E to a curve D(e) in R3 that joins the endpoints of e. We will
assume that D maps each vertex to a distinct point, that is, D is one-one.
A symmetry of D is an isometry σ that preserves the set D(V ) = {D(u): u ∈ V } of points, and
preserves the set D(E) = {D(e): e ∈ E} of curves (more precisely, it maps each curve D(e), e ∈ E, to
a curve D(f ) for some f ∈ E). The set of symmetries of D forms a group called a three dimensional
symmetry group, or just symmetry group, of the drawing. The aim of this paper is to construct a drawing
of a given graph with a maximum size symmetry group.
The restriction of a symmetry σ of D(V ) is a permutation of D(V ); since D is one-one, this induces
a permutation σ ′ of V . Now σ fixes D(E), and so σ ′ is an automorphism of G. We say that D displays
the automorphism σ ′ and σ is a three dimensional symmetry, or just symmetry, of G.
Note that there is a distinction between the notions of “symmetry” (which is geometric) and
“automorphism” (which is combinatorial). The literature on symmetric graph drawing (including this
paper) sometimes blurs this distinction, for convenience of terminology.1 However, for some pathological
cases, some care is needed. In particular, suppose that the graph is drawn in a plane π in three dimensional
space. This drawing has a nontrivial three dimensional symmetry group (the reflection in π plus the
1 In fact the terms are not used in any consistent way in the literature.
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identity), but this symmetry group only induces the trivial automorphism. If all vertices and edges lie
on a line in three dimensions, the situation is worse, because such a drawing has an infinite number of
rotational symmetries that only induce a trivial automorphism.In these pathological cases, there is a difference between a maximum size (geometric) symmetry group
and a maximum size automorphism group that is induced by a symmetry group. If the drawing D of G
contains 4 non-coplanar points, then the symmetry group of D is isomorphic to the automorphism group
of G that it induces, and the difference is irrelevant.
However, to cover the pathological cases accurately, we have stated the algorithms in this paper
to compute maximum size three dimensional symmetry groups. In fact, small adjustments to these
algorithms could be used to find the maximum size group of automorphisms that can be displayed in
a three dimensional drawing, but we do not explicitly give such algorithms.
To draw a graph symmetrically in three dimensions, there are two steps: first find the three dimensional
symmetries, then construct a drawing which displays these symmetries. The first step is the more
difficult one; given the three dimensional symmetries, the drawing is easy to construct. A simple drawing
algorithm is given in Section 5. The major part of this paper is the first step and it is described in Section 6.
4.4. Classification of three dimensional symmetry groups of series parallel digraphs
In this section we describe the possible kinds of symmetries and symmetry groups of series parallel
digraphs, in order to motivate the algorithms in the following sections. The proof of the classification is
left to Section 6.5; the purpose of describing the classification here is to introduce some terminology and
motivate the general strategy of Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
Despite the large variety of symmetry groups in three dimensions, for series parallel digraphs there are
relatively few kinds. The reason is that the set which is composed of the source and the sink is fixed by
all symmetries. This has the implication that symmetries fix the line, called the principal axis, through
the source and the sink. In particular, the symmetry groups of the platonic solids do not fix a line, and
thus are excluded. This restricts the possible kinds of symmetry groups considerably.
Some notation is necessary. A rotation by 2π/g is a g-fold rotation, and its axis is a g-fold axis.
Throughout this paper we assume, for convenience, that the principle axis is the z axis, and that the
origin is the midpoint between the source and the sink; thus all symmetries fix the origin. Thus we use
the following terms:
(1) A vertical rotation is a rotation about the z axis.
(2) A horizontal rotation is a rotation about lines in the xy plane.
(3) A vertical reflection is a reflection in a plane that contains the z axis.
(4) A horizontal reflection is a reflection in the xy plane.
(5) An inversion is an inversion in the origin.
(6) A rotary reflection is a composition of a vertical rotation and a horizontal reflection.
Note that the automorphisms induced by vertical rotations and vertical reflections are direction
preserving, and fix both the source and the sink. Horizontal rotations, horizontal reflections, inversions
and rotary reflections all swap the source and the sink and reverse edge directions.
Fig. 4 shows examples of drawings of series parallel digraphs with three dimensional symmetry. In this
figure, edges are assumed to be directed upward and arrowheads are omitted. Fig. 4(a) displays vertical
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Fig. 4. Types of three dimensional symmetry in series parallel digraphs.
rotations and Fig. 4(b) displays a horizontal reflection. Fig. 4(c) displays an inversion and Fig. 4(d)
displays all the possible types of symmetries.
Looking ahead, in Section 6.5, we show that a maximum size three dimensional symmetry group of a
series parallel digraph is either:
• of size 2, generated by a vertical reflection, or
• of size 4, generated by {α,β}, where α is either a horizontal reflection or an inversion and β is a
vertical reflection, or
• of size 2g, generated by {β,γ }, where β is a vertical reflection and γ is a g-fold vertical rotation, or
• of size 4g, generated by {α,β, γ }, where α is a horizontal reflection, β is a vertical reflection and γ
is a g-fold vertical rotation.
Based on this classification, we can compute the maximum size symmetry group of series parallel
digraphs with three subroutines, as follows:
(a) An algorithm to compute the maximum g for which there is a g-fold vertical rotation.
(b) An algorithm to compute whether there is a horizontal reflection.
(c) An algorithm to compute whether there is an inversion.
Note that every series parallel digraph has a vertical reflection, even if it has no automorphisms; thus
a test for vertical reflection is not necessary.
Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 consider computing (a) vertical rotation, (b) horizontal reflection and
(c) inversion, respectively. In Section 6.5 we show how to combine these symmetries to form a maximum
size three dimensional symmetry group.
Firstly, however, we describe a drawing procedure.
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5. Drawing algorithm
In this section we describe some simple three dimensional drawing algorithms for series parallel
digraphs. The algorithms, in the form given in this section, do not necessarily display symmetries;
however, refinements of these algorithms in later sections display symmetries.
The algorithms use the concepts of a croissant and a parabolic prism, defined as below. The concept
of a croissant is closely related to the concept in two dimensions [22].
Suppose that p and q are points on the z axis, and r > 0. Define parab(p, q, θ, r) to be the
parabolic curve in the plane through the z axis at an angle of θ from the positive x axis, from p to q
through the point (r cos θ, r sin θ, (pz + qz)/2), where p = (0,0,pz) and q = (0,0, qz). The croissant
C(p,q, θ, r1, r2) is the planar region bounded by two parabolas parab(p, q, θ, r1) and parab(p, q, θ, r2).
This is illustrated in Fig. 5. The parabolic prism P(p, q, r) is the solid formed by rotating the planar
region between parab(p, q, θ, r) and the z axis about the z axis.
Given a planar drawing D of a series parallel digraph G with source at p and sink at q, we can
transform D to a “croissant-shape drawing” D′ so that D′ lies completely within C(p,q, θ, r1, r2), for
any p,q, θ, r1, r2, by a simple transformation as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The transformation allows all the
drawings of components assigned to a particular half plane to be nested in that half plane, such that their
sources and sinks coincide, but no other parts overlap; see Fig. 6(b).
Fig. 5. Example of a croissant.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. (a) The croissant transformation. (b) The nested croissants.
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The algorithms use a two dimensional upward planar drawing algorithm 2DSP as a subroutine. This
algorithm draws a series parallel digraph in a croissant-shape. For the purposes of this paper there are no
special requirements for 2DSP and there are several algorithms available to implement it; see [5,22].The first three dimensional drawing algorithm 3DSP0 takes a series parallel digraph G, points p
and q, and r2 > r1 > 0 as input, and draws G in P(p, q, r2). It draws the source of G at p, the sink of G
at q and distributes the components in disjoint croissants C(p,q,2πi/g, r1, r2) equally spaced around
the z axis.
Algorithm 3DSP0 (G,p, q, r1, r2, g)
Input: A series parallel digraph G with source s and sink t with components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm, m  1;
points p and q on the z axis; 0 < r1 < r2; an integer g.
Output: A drawing of G in the prism P(p, q, r2), such that, if G is a parallel composition of more than
one component, then the prism P(p, q, r1) does not intersect the drawing except at p and q.
1. If G has only a single edge e
then draw e as a line between p and q on the z axis.
2. If G is a parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm, m > 1,
then
(a) Choose a partition S = S0, S1, . . . , Sg−1 of the set {Gi: 1 i m} of components.
/* The choice of partition depends on how the algorithm is refined; see Section 6 */
(b) For 0  i  g − 1, consider the components in Si to be a single series parallel digraph G′i . Use
2DSP to draw G′i in the croissant C(p,q,2πi/g, r1, r2).
3. else /* G is a series composition */
(a) Let pi = (iq + (m − i)p)/m for i = 0,1, . . . ,m.
(b) for i = 1 to m do 3DSP0(Gi,pi,pi+1, r1, r2, g).
The next drawing algorithm again draws G in P(p, q, r2). In this case, it assigns one component Gj
to a parabolic prism P(p, q, r1) (r1 < r2), and draws the other components using 3DSP0.
Algorithm 3DSP1(G,p, q, r2, g)
Input: A series parallel digraph G with components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm; points p and q on the z axis; r2 > 0;
an integer g;
Output: A drawing of G in the prism P(p, q, r2).
1. If G has only a single edge e
then draw e as a line between p and q on the z axis.
2. If G is a parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm,
then
(a) /* Choose one of the components and draw it recursively in a parabolic prism */
i. Choose a specific component Gj ;
ii. Choose r1 such that r1 < r2;
iii. 3DSPl(Gj ,p, q, r1, g).
(b) The remaining components form a series parallel digraph G′ = G −Gj .
Draw G′ using 3DSP0(G′,p, q, r1, r2, g).
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3. else
(a) Let pi = (iq + (m − i)p)/m for i = 0,1, . . . ,m.
(b) for i = 1 to m do 3DSP1(Gi,pi,pi+1, r2, g).It is clear that for each of these algorithms, the output has no edge crossings and it is linkless. Further,
the algorithms can be implemented in linear time.
Finally, note that there are many points where an arbitrary choice can be made; for example, at step 2(a)
in 3DSP0 and at step 2(a) in 3DSP1. Refinement of these steps gives the symmetric drawing algorithms
in later sections.
Now we are ready to describe algorithms that find three dimensional symmetry in series parallel
digraphs.
6. Symmetry finding algorithm
In this section we present an algorithm for finding a three dimensional symmetry group of maximum
size for series parallel digraphs. The algorithm can be divided into four steps. Let G be a series parallel
digraph.
Algorithm 3DSymmetry_SPDigraph
1. Construct the Canonical Decomposition Tree (CDT) of G.
2. Construct the Isomorphism Class Tree (ICT) of G.
3. Find the three dimensional symmetry.
(a) Compute vertical rotations (Algorithm Vertical_Rotation).
(b) Check for the existence of a horizontal reflection
(Algorithm Horizontal_Reflection).
(c) Check for the existence of an inversion (Algorithm Inversion).
4. Compute the maximum size full symmetry group.
Step 1 can be done using the method of Valdes et al. [38] followed by a depth first search [20]. Step 2
is described in Section 6.1. Step 3 uses both the CDT and the ICT. Steps 3(a), (b) and (c) are described in
Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. Step 4 is simple, described in Section 6.5 with an analysis of the
time complexity.
6.1. The isomorphism class tree
In this section, we define the Isomorphism Class Tree (ICT) and then present an algorithm to construct
the ICT. The ICT of a series parallel digraph G represents the isomorphism classes (that is, equivalence
classes under isomorphism) of components of G, and the size of each class. The ICT for series parallel
digraphs plays a similar role to the ICT for finding three dimensional symmetries in trees [23]. However,
we define the structure of the ICT for series parallel digraphs in a slightly different way.
In the ICT, each node represents an isomorphism class of components. Each node v in the ICT stores
the integer nv representing the size of the isomorphism class.
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Fig. 7. The canonical decomposition tree (CDT) and the isomorphism class tree (ICT).
We use the ICT to compute the g-fold vertical rotation of a series parallel digraph, which is the most
important symmetry to maximize the three dimensional symmetry group. We construct the ICT from the
CDT. In the CDT, each internal node v is labelled as P or S. If v is labelled as P in the CDT, then we
divide its children into isomorphism classes and then assign a new node to represent each isomorphism
class in the ICT. If it is labelled as S in the CDT, then we keep the same structure. Fig. 7 shows an
example of the CDT and its corresponding ICT.
A labelling algorithm, based on a tree isomorphism algorithm [3], can be used to construct the ICT
from the CDT. This algorithm assigns labels to the nodes of the CDT on the same level, starting from the
lowest level and towards to the root. Each node v receives two labels: a positive integer code(v) and a list
tuple(v) of non-negative integers. The values of code(v) define the isomorphism class of the components
at the same level as v, that is, the component represented by u is isomorphic to the component represented
by v if and only if code(u) = code(v). Fig. 7(a) shows an example of the labelling. The list tuple(v) is a
canonical list of the codes of the children of v (if v is a leaf then tuple(v) is the list containing the single
integer 0). These two labels can be computed in linear time using the algorithm vertical_labeling
from [22].
Lemma 1. The value code(u) can be computed for every node u in the CDT in linear time.
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After computation of the labels, a simple traversal of the CDT can be used to construct the ICT; we
can deduce the following.Lemma 2. The ICT can be computed in linear time.
6.2. Computing vertical rotations
In this section we show how to compute the set of sizes of vertical rotation groups. The maximum
element of this set is the size of the largest possible vertical rotation group and, together with the checks
for horizontal reflections (Section 6.3) and inversions (Section 6.4), defines the maximum size three
dimensional symmetry group.
Before we describe the algorithm, we need to establish several properties of vertical rotations.
Properties of vertical rotations The algorithm to compute vertical rotations depends on the components
which are fixed (setwise) by the vertical rotation. These are characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph, where the children of the root in the CDT of G
represent the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Suppose that γ is a vertical rotation of G.
(1) If G is a series composition, then γ fixes each one of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm.
(2) If G is a parallel composition, then γ fixes at most one of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm.
Proof. Suppose that the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm of a series composition are in order from source
to sink. This case can be proved using the same argument as the case of vertical automorphism in two
dimensions. For details see [22].
Now suppose that G is a parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Suppose that γ fixes two
components G1 and G2, and that D is a linkless drawing of G which displays γ . Suppose that s and
t are the (common) source and sink of G1 and G2. Since the decomposition tree is canonical, Gi is either
a single edge or a series composition, for i = 1,2.
Assume that G1 and G2 are series compositions of G1,1,G1,2, . . . ,G1,a and G2,1,G2,2, . . . ,G2,b
respectively, and vertices s1,i and s2,j are the sources of G1,i and G2,j respectively. An asymmetric
drawing of the graph is in Fig. 8. Any drawing which displays γ has all the s1,i and s2,j on the z axis;
see Fig. 9. Let < be the order of the s1,i and s2,j on the z axis. Suppose that s1,2 < s2,2, and let s1, be the
largest of the s1,i with s1, < s2,2. Note that s2,2 < s1,+1. In Fig. 9, we have  = 4.
We claim that there are two undirected cycles C1 in G1, and C2 in G2,1 which are nontrivially linked
to each other. To prove this, consider directed paths p1 in G1, from s1, to s1,+1 and p2 in G2,1 from s
to s2,2. These are illustrated in Fig. 10.
Now consider surface A formed as the union of all horizontal line segments between p1 and the z axis.
More precisely, suppose that a is a point on the z axis between s1, and s1,+1 and a is the line segment
from a to p1 parallel to the xy plane. Then A is the union of all such a . Since p1 is monotone in the
z direction (the drawing is upward), A is homeomorphic to a disc. Let A′ be the surface formed from
γ (p1) in the same way, that is, if ′a is the line segment from a to γ (p1) parallel to the xy plane, then A′
is the union of all such ′a .
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Fig. 9. Example of a symmetric drawing with two fixed components. Fig. 10. Paths p1 and p2, and cycles C1 and C2.
We claim that A intersects A′ only on the z axis. If not, then for some point a in the z axis, either ′a
crosses p1 or a crosses γ (p1). This implies that γ is a rotation by 360 degrees, which is impossible.
Thus the union B of A with A′ is also homeomorphic to a disc. The curve C1 formed by joining p1 to
γ (p1) forms the boundary of B .
Now consider p2; note that s2,2 lies on B . Let θ (respectively θ ′) be the angle that s2,2 (respectively
′s2,2 ) makes with the x axis about the z axis; we assume that 0  θ < θ ′ < 2π . Suppose that φi is the
angle that the tangent to γ i(p2) at s2,2 makes with the x axis. First assume that θ < φ0 < θ ′. In this case
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we can choose i such that either 0 φi < θ or θ ′ < φi < 2π . Furthermore, if φ0 is outside this range then
we can choose i such that φi satisfies θ < φi < θ ′.
This means that the curve C2 formed by joining p2 and γ i(p2) penetrates the disc B at the point s2,2.
If C2 penetrates B at any point d that is not on the z axis, then it also penetrates B at γ i(d). Since the
drawing has no crossings, the only point on the z axis where C2 penetrates B is at s2,2. It follows that C2
penetrates B an odd number of times. Thus the boundary of B (that is, C1) is nontrivially linked with C2
by Theorem 2. Thus the drawing is not linkless, contrary to hypothesis.
The case where one of G1 and G2 is a single edge is similar. This completes the proof. 
Suppose that a component Gj belongs to an isomorphism class Ii represented by v in the ICT. We
define Lv as the set of sizes of all possible vertical rotation groups of Gj . The aim of this section is to
compute Lr , where r is the root of the ICT; in fact we show how to compute Lv for every node v of the
ICT.
If v is a leaf of the ICT (that is, a single edge), then we set Lv to be the set of all positive integers; in
implementation this can be treated as a special case, and we write Lv = ∞. If v is an internal node, then
note that the maximum element of Lv is less than the number of vertices in Gj ; thus |Lv| is linear in the
size of Gj .
Let v be an internal node of the ICT and u1, u2, . . . , uk be the children of v in the ICT. Then the
computation of Lv can be divided into two cases, when v is a P node and when v is an S node. Using
Lemma 3 one can derive the following theorem, which forms the basis of the algorithm to follow.
Theorem 4. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph, v is a non-leaf node of the ICT of G, and
u1, u2, . . . , uk are the children of v in the ICT.
(1) If v is an S node, then Lv = Lu1 ∩Lu2 ∩ · · · ∩Luk .
(2) Suppose that v is a P node. Let ni denote the number of components in the isomorphism class
represented by ui , and for each integer g, let ri(g) = ni mod g. Then Lv is the set of integers g such
that either
• for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . , k}, ri(g) = 0, or
• for some j ∈ {1,2, . . . , k}, rj (g) = 1 and g ∈ Luj , and for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . , k} with i = j ,
ri(g) = 0.
Proof. We deal with the series composition first; suppose that G is a series composition of the
components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Suppose that g ∈ Lv , that is, there is a vertical rotation γ of order g.
From Lemma 3, each of the Gi is fixed by γ and thus has a g-fold vertical rotation, and so g ∈
Lu1 ∩ Lu2 ∩ · · · ∩ Luk . Conversely, suppose that g ∈ Lu1 ∩ Lu2 ∩ · · · ∩ Luk . This means that each Gi
has a drawing which displays g vertical rotations and fixes the source and sink of Gi . By arranging these
drawings on a vertical axis and identifying the source of Gi+1 with the sink of Gi (i = 1,2, . . . ,m− 1),
as in Fig. 11(a), we get a linkless drawing of G with g-fold vertical rotation.
Now suppose that G is a parallel composition of the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm, and G has a g-fold
vertical rotation γ (that is, g ∈ Lv). From Lemma 3, at most one of the Gi is fixed by γ ; suppose first
that no Gi is fixed by γ . Since γ induces an automorphism, it maps isomorphic components to each
other; that is, it permutes the Gi among themselves and the orbits of this permutation are subsets of the
isomorphism classes. It follows that g divides each ni , that is, ri(g) = 0 for each i. Next suppose that
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Fig. 11. Vertical arrangements.
Gf is fixed by γ , and Gf is in isomorphism class corresponding to node uj in the ICT; from Lemma 3
we can assume that no other Gi is fixed. As before, this implies that g divides every ni with i = j and g
divides nj − 1. That is, ri(g) = 0 for i = j and rj (g) = 1.
Next, suppose that ri(g) = 0 for each i. This implies that ni = qig for 1 i  k. We can construct a
linkless drawing of G with a g-fold rotation by refining algorithm 3DSP0. In step 2(a) of 3DSP0, we
assign qi components from each isomorphism class Ii to each set Si of the partition S. This drawing of
G displays a g-fold vertical rotation about the z axis. See Fig. 11(b).
Finally, suppose that ri(g) = 0 for all i except that rj (g) = 1 and g ∈ Lj . Then for each i = j , ni = qig
and nj = qjg + 1. We can construct a linkless drawing of G which displays g vertical rotation using
algorithm 3DSP1. This can be done by choosing the fixed component Gj from Ij at step 2(a) and then
applying algorithm 3DSP0 with Gj , i = j . This is illustrated in Fig. 11(c). 
Algorithms for vertical rotations We describe two algorithms: the first is where v is an S node and the
second is where v is a P node.
The simpler case is where v is an S node. Using part 1 of Theorem 4, we need to compute
Lv = Lu1 ∩ Lu2 ∩ · · · ∩ Luk . Firstly note that there are special cases where ui is a leaf node, that is,
Lui = ∞; here Luj ∩Lui = Luj for each j , and thus we can omit such cases from the computation.
We represent Lv and Lui , for each internal node ui, as bit arrays, and compute Lv as the bitwise AND
of all the Lui . More specifically, if the component Gj in Ii has a rotation group of size q, then we define
Lui [q] = 1 and Lui [q] = 0 otherwise. Note that we can assume that for q > minki=1 (maxLui ), Lv[q] = 0,
that is, we only need to compute Lv[q] for q minki=1 (maxLui ).
Algorithm ComputeLvSeries
For q = 2 to minki=1 (maxLui )
Lv[q] = 1
For i = 1 to k do Lv[q] = Lv[q] AND Lui [q]
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The time taken by Algorithm ComputeLvSeries is O(k min1ik |Lui |). Note that summing
over all S nodes gives linear time.
Now suppose that v is a P node, the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm of v are divided into isomorphism
classes I1, I2, . . . , Ik, and each ui in the ICT represents each Ii . This case is computed by testing each
g with 2  g  min1ik(ni) to see whether it is the size of a vertical rotation group, using part 2 of
Theorem 4.
The first case, with no fixed component, is relatively simple: the size g of the vertical rotation group
must divide each of n1, n2, . . . , nk, and thus we insert every divisor of gcd(n1, n2, . . . , nk) into the list Lv.
There are less than min(n1, n2, . . . , nk) divisors of gcd(n1, n2, . . . , nk), and so this case takes linear time.
The second case, with one fixed component, is more complex. We need to compute the intersection of
two rotation groups, one of the fixed component Gf and the other formed by the remaining components
except Gf . To compute all possible vertical rotation groups, we need to compute all intersections by
taking a component from each isomorphism class as the fixed component. Therefore, for each i, first
compute gi = gcd(n1, n2, . . . , ni − 1, . . . , nk). Then for each i, we compute g = gcd(gi, e), for each
e ∈ Lui . We insert every divisor of g into the list Lv .
To compute this efficiently, again we represent Lv as a bit array. We also represent the set of divisors
of gi as an array GGi using the same representation; that is, for each divisor p of gi , GGi[p] = 1. Then
to compute the intersection of gi and Lui , we take the bitwise AND of Lui and GGi .
To achieve a linear time complexity, we further divide the P node case with one fixed component into
the following two subcases.
(i) For some , n = 1. In this case, for i = , gi = 1 and gcd(gi, e) = 1, for each e ∈ Lui ; thus we only
need to compute the intersection of gi and Lui for the single case i = .
(ii) For all i, ni > 1. In this case, gcd(n1, n2, . . . , nj − 1, . . . , nk) min(n1, n2, . . . , nj − 1, . . . , nk) for
all j , and so we only need to consider values of g with g min1ik(ni).
We are now ready to state Algorithm ComputeLvParallel.
Algorithm ComputeLvParallel
(i) if (n = 1 for some ) then
(a) g = gcd(n1, n2, . . . , n−1, n+1, . . . , nk).
(b) GG = the set of divisors of g.
(c) Add GG ∩ Lu to Lv .
(ii) else for g = min1ik(ni) down to 2
(a) Compute ri(g) for each i.
(b) If ri(g) = 0 for each i, then add g to Lv .
(c) If rj (g) = 1, ri(g) = 0 for each i = j , and g ∈ Luj , then add g to Lv .
Note that, at each node v, part (i) of Algorithm ComputeLvParallel takes time proportional
to g; this is linear. Part (ii) takes time O(k min1ik(ni)). Summing over all P nodes, the algorithm takes
linear time overall.
An algorithm for computing Lv for each node v in the ICT thus forms the basis of the following
algorithm for vertical rotations.
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Algorithm Vertical_Rotation
1. For each leaf v in the ICT, assign ∞ to Lv .
2. Repeat for each internal node v on the level i, from the lowest level to the root level:
if v is a P node
then ComputeLvParallel;
else ComputeLvSeries.
3. Return Lr , where r is the root.
Now we summarize the results of this section.
Theorem 5. Algorithm Vertical_Rotation computes all the possible vertical rotation groups
in linear time.
6.3. Detecting a horizontal reflection
In this section, we describe an algorithm to test whether there is a horizontal reflection.2
We use the CDT to find horizontal reflections. However, a horizontal reflection is direction-reversing,
and detection requires a “reversing operation”. Thus we need three steps: (a) reversing the children of S
nodes in the CDT, (b) label the CDT, and (c) find a horizontal reflection recursively.
The reversing step effectively reverses the order of the children of S nodes of the half of the CDT. In
fact, this reversing step marks S nodes in the half of the CDT as “reversed”. It can be accomplished by a
simple depth first search. Both this and the labelling step are the same as the horizontal automorphism in
two dimensions [22], and we omit them here.
Now we give an algorithm to find horizontal reflections. As with vertical rotations, fixed components
of a horizontal reflection play an important role, and are characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph, where the children of the root in the CDT of G
represent the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Suppose that α is a horizontal reflection of G.
(1) If G is a parallel composition, then α fixes each one of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm.
(2) If G is a series composition, then α maps Gi to Gm+1−i for i = 1,2, . . . ,m.
Proof. First suppose that G is a parallel composition. Suppose that G1 is not fixed by α. The image of
G1 under α must be one of the components; suppose that it is G2. Consider a linkless drawing D which
displays α, and a path p1 in G1 between s and t ; this path must cross the xy plane. The reflection of
p1 in the xy plane is a path p2 in G2. It is clear that these paths must intersect (in D) on the xy plane.
This intersection cannot be at a vertex, since the only vertices that are shared between G1 and G2 are the
source and the sink. Thus D has an edge crossing, contrary to hypothesis.
2 The results of this section are very similar to the horizontal automorphism in two dimensions [22]. However, the proofs of
the results are different.
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Now suppose that G is a series composition, and the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm are in order from
source to sink. This case can be proved using the same argument as the case of horizontal automorphism
in two dimensions. For details see [22]. This lemma leads to the following theorem, which is the basis for our algorithm for finding horizontal
reflections.
Theorem 6. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph.
(1) If G is a parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm, then G has a horizontal reflection if and only if
each of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm have horizontal reflections.
(2) Suppose that G is a series composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Let r be the root node of the CDT of G.
(a) If tuple(r) is a not a palindrome, then G has no horizontal reflection.
(b) If tuple(r) is a palindrome and has even length, then G has a horizontal reflection.
(c) If tuple(r) is a palindrome but has odd length, then G has a horizontal reflection if and only if
G(m+1)/2 has a horizontal reflection.
Proof. We deal with the parallel composition first. Suppose that G has a horizontal reflection α.
From Lemma 4, α fixes each one of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Thus any linkless drawing which displays
α also displays a horizontal reflection of each of the components. Conversely, suppose that each
of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm has a horizontal reflection. Then each of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm has a linkless drawing
which displays an automorphism which swaps the source and sink. This drawing can be transformed
using the croissant transformation in Section 5. The transformation preserves horizontal reflection. The
transformed drawings of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm can be arranged on half-planes containing the z axis, as in
Theorem 4, and we get a linkless drawing of G which displays horizontal reflection. An example is in
Fig. 12(a).
The proof for a series composition is the same as the corresponding proof for two dimensions in [22],
and we omit them here. This case is illustrated in Figs. 12(b) and (c). 
The entire algorithm to find horizontal reflections is virtually the same as the corresponding algorithm
for two dimensions in [22]. We describe it here for completeness.
Algorithm Horizontal_Reflection(u)
If u is a P node
then
(a) if Horizontal_Reflection(v) for every child v of u,
then return(true)
else return(false).
else /* u is an S node */
(a) If tuple(u) is a not a palindrome then return(false).
(b) If tuple(u) is a palindrome and has even length then return(true).
(c) If tuple(u) is a palindrome but has odd length
then return(Horizontal_Reflection(v)), where v is the “middle” node of the palindrome.
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Fig. 12. Horizontal arrangements.
It is clear that Algorithm Horizontal_Reflection runs in linear time. Now we summarize
the results of this section.
Theorem 7. Algorithm Horizontal_Reflection detects a horizontal reflection in linear time.
6.4. Detecting an inversion
An inversion, like a horizontal reflection, is direction-reversing, and we need a similar “reversing
operation”. This is followed by the labelling step, and finally a step to find an inversion. The reversing
step and the labelling step are the same as the rotational automorphism in two dimensions [22], and we
omit them here.
As with horizontal reflections, fixed components of an inversion play an important role.
Lemma 5. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph, where the children of the root in the CDT of G
represent the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Suppose that β is an inversion of G.
(1) If G is a parallel composition, then β fixes at most one of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm.
(2) If G is a series composition, then β maps Gi to Gm+1−i for i = 1,2, . . . ,m.
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Proof. First suppose that G is a parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Suppose that β fixes two
components G1 and G2, and that D is a linkless drawing of G which displays β. Suppose that s and
t are the (common) source and sink of G1 and G2. Since the decomposition tree is canonical, each Gi is
either a single edge or a series composition.
Assume that G1 and G2 are series compositions of G1,1,G1,2, . . . ,G1,a and G2,1,G2,2, . . . ,G2,b
respectively, and vertices s1,i and s2,j are the sources of G1,i and G2,j respectively.
We can divide into three cases: a and b are both even, both odd, and one is odd and the other is even.
First we consider the case when both a and b are even. Then s1,a/2+1 and s2,b/2+1 are both placed at the
origin, and so s1,a/2+1 = s2,b/2+1. However, G1 and G2 cannot share a vertices other than s and t . This is
a contradiction.
Suppose that a is even and b is odd. This case is somewhat similar to the parallel case in Lemma 3.
Any drawing which displays an inversion has all the s1,i and s2,j on the z axis; see Fig. 13.
Let < be the order of the s1,i and s2,j on the z axis, and let k = (b+ 1)/2. Suppose that  is the largest
index such that s1, < s2,k . Suppose that β(s2,k) = s2,k′ and β(s1,) = s1,′; see Fig. 14(a).
Suppose that p1 is a path in G1 from s1, to s1,′ . Since a is even, G1 has a cutvertex s1,(a/2)+1 at the
origin o and so p1 passes through the origin. See Fig. 14(b). The image β(p1) of p1 in the inversion also
passes through s1,(a/2)+1; see Fig. 14(c). We can form a path p′1 from s1, to s1,′ that is fixed by β by
concatenating part of p1 (from s1, to o) with part of β(p1) (from o to s1,′). See Fig. 14(d).
Now consider a path p2 in G2 from s2,k to s2,k′ , and consider the disc B formed by taking lines from
p2 and β(p2) to the origin (since p2 is monotonic in the z direction, this is a simple disc). See Fig. 14(d).
Since p′1 is fixed by β, it penetrates B at the origin. It follows that it penetrates B an odd number of
times (once at the origin, and every other penetration is matched by the inversion, since p′1 is fixed by β).
Using Theorems 2 and 3, we can show that the drawing is not upward linkless.
Finally consider the case where a and b are both odd; for convenience let ma = (a + 1)/2 and
mb = (b+ 1)/2. We will assume without loss of generality that s1,ma < s2,mb . Now consider the drawings
of G1,ma and G2,mb , as in Fig. 15. Both are fixed by β.
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Fig. 14. A figure for proof.
Fig. 15. An example for both a and b are odd.
Suppose that q1 is a path from s1,ma to s1,ma+1 in G1,ma . Note that if q1 is fixed by β then it must pass
through the origin. Similarly, let q2 be a path from s2,mb to s2,mb+1 in G2,mb . Note that it is impossible for
both q1 and q2 to be fixed by β, because this would imply that they cross (at the origin).
First suppose that q1 is fixed by β, but q2 is not. In this case we can form a disc A2 from q2 and β(q2),
and show that q1 penetrates this disc an odd number of times, contradicting upward linklessness. See
Fig. 16.
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Next suppose that q2 is fixed by β, but q1 is not. In this case, form a disc A1 by taking lines from q1
and β(q1) to the origin. Also, form a path q in G2 by concatenating a path q ′2 from s2,mb−1 to s2,mb with
q2 and the path β(q ′2) from s2,mb+1 to s2,mb+2. It is easy to see that q penetrates A1 an odd number of
times, again contradicting upward linklessness. See Fig. 17.
Finally consider case where neither q1 nor q2 is fixed. This case is a little more complex. Here we
form both discs A1 and A2 as before. Note that there cannot be a path in G2 from s2,mb to s2,mb+1 that
penetrates A1 an odd number of times, because such a path would contradict linklessness. Thus we can
continuously “shrink” A1 to the origin (along the lines from q1 to the origin that form A1), without
changing the topology. This results in a path from s1,ma−1 to s1,ma+2 that penetrates A2 an odd number of
times, contradicting linklessness.
Theorems 2 and 3, we can show that the graph is not upward linkless.
Finally, suppose that G is a series composition. As for the series case in Lemma 4, we can use the
same argument as the case of horizontal automorphism in two dimensions. For details see [22]; we omit
it here. 
We now state the central theorem.
Theorem 8. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph.
(1) Suppose that G is a parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm; suppose that the corresponding nodes
of the CDT are v1, v2, . . . , vm. Form pairs (vi, vj ), 1 i < j m, such that tuple(vi) is the reverse
of tuple(vj ). Continue this pairing until no further pairs can be formed.
(a) If there is more than one component that cannot be paired, then G has no inversion.
(b) If all of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm are paired, then G has an inversion.
(c) If one component is not paired, then G has an inversion if and only if the unpaired component
has an inversion.
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(2) Suppose that G is a series composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Let r be the root node of the CDT of G.
(a) If tuple(r) is a not a palindrome, then G has no inversion.
(b) If tuple(r) is a palindrome and has even length, then G has an inversion.
(c) If tuple(r) is a palindrome but has odd length, then G has an inversion if and only G(m+1)/2 has
an inversion.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 6. Firstly consider the case where G is a
parallel composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm.
From Lemma 5, an inversion fixes at most one of the Gi . This implies that if there is more than one
component that cannot be paired, then there is no way to construct a linkless drawing of G which displays
an inversion.
Now suppose that all G1,G2, . . . ,Gm are paired. We can construct a linkless drawing of G which
displays an inversion by placing each G1,G2, . . . ,Gm in an order such that each can be mapped with its
reverse. It follows that G has an inversion.
Now suppose that one component Gi is not paired. Suppose that G has an inversion. One can show
that Gi is fixed by an inversion, and a linkless drawing of G with an inversion displays an inversion
of Gi . Conversely, suppose that the component Gi has an inversion; it is an easy exercise to construct a
linkless drawing of G which displays an inversion.
For a series composition, the proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 6. We omit it
here. 
An algorithm, called Algorithm Inversion, can be deduced from Theorem 8. The overall
algorithm is the same as the corresponding algorithms for two dimensions [22]. We describe here for
completeness.
Algorithm Inversion(u)
If u is a P node
then
(a) Pair the children v1, v2, . . . , vk of u, so that for each pair (vi, vj ), tuple(vi) is the reverse of tuple(vj ).
(b) If more than one component is not paired then return(false).
(c) If all G1,G2, . . . ,Gm are paired together then return(true).
(d) If one component is not paired
then return(Inversion(v)), where v is the unpaired node.
else /* u is an S node */
(a) If tuple(u) is a not a palindrome then return(false).
(b) If tuple(u) is a palindrome and has even length then return(true).
(d) If tuple(u) is a palindrome but has odd length
then return(Inversion(v)), where v is the “middle” node of the palindrome.
Now we summarize the results of this section.
Theorem 9. Algorithm Inversion detects an inversion in linear time.
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6.5. Computing the maximum size three dimensional symmetry group
In this section, we describe the method for combining the algorithms in the previous three sections
to compute a maximum sized full three dimensional symmetry group of series parallel digraphs.3 This
requires a classification of maximum size three dimensional symmetry groups of series parallel digraphs,
in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. The maximum size three dimensional symmetry group of a series parallel digraph is either
(a) of size 2, generated by the identity, or
(b) of size 4, generated by {α,β}, where α is either a horizontal reflection or an inversion and β is a
vertical reflection, or
(c) of size 2g, g > 1, generated by {β,γ }, where β is a vertical reflection and γ is a g-fold vertical
rotation, or
(d) of size 4g, g > 1, generated by {α,β, γ }, where α is a horizontal reflection, β is a vertical reflection
and γ is a g-fold vertical rotation.
Proof. Part (a) of the lemma covers the case when the graph has a trivial automorphism group, and the
optimal way to draw the graph is in a plane with a vertical reflection.
Part (b) covers direction-reversing automorphism groups of order 2. Here again the optimal way to
draw the graph is in a plane to display 4 three dimensional symmetries.
For parts (c) and (d), recall from Section 4.2 that symmetry groups in three dimensions fall under three
headings: groups of regular pyramids, groups of regular prisms, and groups of the Platonic solids. Other
symmetry groups are restrictions of these three types.
As already mentioned in Section 4.4, all symmetries of a drawing of a series parallel digraph fix the
set consisting of the source and the sink, as well as the line through the source and the sink. This excludes
the symmetry groups of the Platonic solids and their variations. Thus we only need to consider the groups
of regular pyramid, regular prism, and their variations.
However, by drawing each component on the plane, we can ensure that we can always construct a
drawing with vertical reflections. Hence, we can always achieve full symmetry group of the regular
pyramid or the regular prism. Thus we can further exclude the variations of the regular pyramid and the
regular prism, which have less symmetries.
We consider below the pyramid case in detail. More specifically, we show that we can exclude the
variation of the regular pyramid, because it has less symmetry without vertical reflection. The case for
the variations of the regular prism follows exactly the same argument.
Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph and it has a three dimensional symmetry group generated
by {γ }, where γ is a g-fold vertical rotation (this is a variation on the pyramid symmetry group; see
Fig. 2(b)). We show that G has a drawing that displays a larger three dimensional symmetry group,
namely, the symmetry group of the g-regular pyramid, of type (c) in the lemma.
3 In the preliminary version of this work [24] (see p. 276), there was an error in computing the size of the group. We correct
the results here.
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Suppose first that G is a parallel composition. Now γ partitions the set {G1,G2, . . . ,Gm} of
components that are not fixed into m/g orbits. We will assume for convenience that {G1,G2, . . . ,Gg} is
an orbit and γ maps G1 to G2, G2 to G3, . . . and Gg to G1.Consider the function β that takes each vertex u in Gi , 1 i  g, to γ g−i+1(u). This is a permutation
of order 2 on the vertices of G1,G2, . . . ,Gg , and it maps Gi to Gg−i+1. Furthermore, since there are
no edges between Gi and Gj for 0 i < j  g, β is an automorphism. The action of both γ and β on
G1,G2, . . . ,Gg can be displayed with a drawing in which Gi lies in the plane containing the z axis at an
angle of 2πi/g to the x axis.
Similarly, we can distribute the components in other orbits on these planes. Using the croissant
transformation, the drawings of all the non-fixed components can share a source and sink.
From Lemma 3, at most one component is fixed by γ . Assume that G0 is fixed. By induction, G0 can
display an extension to β in a similar fashion.
If G is a series composition, then we consider each component separately by induction, and combine
the results in a single drawing. 
Lemma 6 leads to an algorithm for finding a maximum size three dimensional symmetry group. Sup-
pose that G is a series parallel digraph. We can run each of algorithms Horizontal_Reflection,
Inversion and Vertical_Rotation. Let g be the maximum element in Lr returned by Verti-
cal_Rotation.
The following cases are clear:
• If Vertical_Rotation returns g = 1,
Horizontal_Reflection returns false, and
Inversion returns false,
then the graph has only vertical reflection, and the maximum size symmetry group has size 2.
• If Vertical_Rotation returns g = 1,
Horizontal_Reflection returns true, and
Inversion returns false,
then the graph has a maximum size symmetry group of size 4.
• If Vertical_Rotation returns g = 1,
Horizontal_Reflection returns false, and
Inversion returns true,
then the graph has a maximum size symmetry group of size 4.
• If Vertical_Rotation returns g > 1,
Horizontal_Reflection returns false, and
Inversion returns false,
then the graph has a maximum size symmetry group of size 2g (the group of the regular pyramid,
consisting of vertical rotations and vertical reflections).
When the graph has more than one kind of three dimensional symmetry, the group can be larger;
however, we must be careful. The existence of an inversion and a horizontal reflection, without a rotation,
is not sufficient to ensure that there is a drawing which displays both an inversion and a horizontal
reflection. For example, consider the graph in Fig. 18: here Fig. 18(a) shows a horizontal reflection and
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Fig. 18. Two symmetric drawings of a series parallel digraph.
Fig. 18(b) shows an inversion. However, these two symmetries arise from the same automorphism, and
cannot be both displayed in one drawing.
Further, it is not difficult to find another example which shows the existence of vertical rotations and an
inversion without a horizontal reflection is not sufficient to ensure that there is a drawing which displays
both.
However, we can show that the existence of a horizontal reflection and a vertical rotation ensures that
the group has size 4g. The following theorem gives the complete connection between the results of the
algorithms in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, and maximum size groups.
Theorem 10. Suppose that G is a series parallel digraph with a maximum size three dimensional full
symmetry group of size q. Then:
(1) If G has no vertical rotations, horizontal reflection, or inversion, then q = 2 (that is, G only has a
vertical reflection).
(2) If G has either horizontal reflection or inversion, but no vertical rotations, then q = 4.
(3) If G has both horizontal reflection and inversion but no vertical rotations, then q = 4.
(4) If G has g-fold vertical rotation (g > 1), but no horizontal reflection or inversion, then q = 2g.
(5) If G has both a g-fold vertical rotation (g > 1) and inversion but no horizontal reflection, then
q = 2g.
(6) If G has g-fold vertical rotation (g > 1) and a horizontal reflection, then q = 4g.
Proof. The first four parts are trivial and immediately follows from Lemma 6; we consider only parts (5)
and (6).
First we explain part (5). If G has both vertical rotation and inversion but no horizontal reflection, then
to display vertical rotations is to maximize the size of the full symmetry group, hence it is 2g. If one
chooses to display an inversion, then the size of the full symmetry group would be just 4.
Now we consider part (6). Suppose that G has a g-fold vertical rotation and a horizontal reflection,
and G is a composition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm.
First suppose that G is a parallel composition. From Theorem 6, we can construct drawings of each of
G1,G2, . . . ,Gm, each of which displays a horizontal reflection. Let ni denote the number of components
in the ith isomorphism class in the isomorphism partition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. From Theorem 4, either
• g divides ni for each i, or
• for some j , nj = 1 mod g, and for i = j , g divides ni . If G is a member of the j th isomorphism
class, then G has a g-fold vertical rotation.
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In the first case, we can use Algorithm 3DSP0 from Section 5. Here we choose the partition
S0, S1, . . . , Sg−1 to be the isomorphism partition of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm. Since each Gi has a horizontal
reflection, this can be done in such a way that the resulting drawing displays g vertical rotations, g
vertical reflections, g horizontal rotations, g − 1 rotary reflections, and a horizontal reflection; this gives
a symmetry group of size 4g.
The second case uses Algorithm 3DSP1 from Section 5, choosing a member of the j th
isomorphism class at step 2(a). The algorithm is applied recursively to this component. The remainder
can be drawn using Algorithm 3DSP0 at step 2(b) in the same way as for the first case.
Now suppose that G is a series composition. Assume for the moment that m is even. From Theorem 4,
one can deduce that each of G1,G2, . . . ,Gm has a drawing with vertical rotation. Further, from
Theorem 6, the order of the components from the source to sink gives a palindrome in isomorphism codes.
It is simple to construct a drawing with both vertical rotation and horizontal reflection; the product of
these two symmetries is a rotary reflection. Moreover, the drawing also displays the horizontal rotations.
A slight extension to this argument covers the case where m is odd. 
The procedure to output a maximum size three dimensional symmetry group simply checks each case
of Theorem 10.
The time complexity of the overall algorithm is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 11. The time complexity of Algorithm 3DSymmetry_SPDigraph is linear.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a linear time algorithm for constructing linkless drawings of series parallel
digraphs with maximum number of symmetries. More specifically, we present two algorithms: a
symmetry finding algorithm which finds maximum number of three dimensional symmetries, and a
drawing algorithm which constructs linkless symmetric drawings of series parallel digraphs in three
dimensions.
The follow up work of this paper, a polynomial time algorithm for constructing linkless symmetric
drawings of planar graphs in three dimensions, appeared in [25]. However, this algorithm is much more
complex than the one presented in this paper.
Note that finding the symmetries of an undirected series parallel graph may be a more complex
problem than the problem addressed in this paper. The reason is that for undirected graphs, the set
consisting of the source and the sink may not be fixed by the symmetry. Consider, for example, the
(undirected) complete graph on three vertices: this is a series parallel graph, and can be drawn as a triangle
with six symmetries. In contrast, a directed series parallel graph with three vertices has no symmetric
drawing in two dimensions, and has only vertical reflection in three dimensions.
For the more general case, algorithms for constructing symmetric drawings of general graphs in three
dimensions, see [1].
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